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A black aesthetic: Visual psychology with cultural cues

Adrienne Walker Hoard
University of Missouri, USA

The aesthetic voice of culture is “as something 
distinct from other data of reality.” It speaks to the 

expressively real values present in the distinct choices 
among fundamental metaphors imbedded in the images 
diverse cultural groups create. Among cultural groups, 
this acuity for the metaphorical transfer of cultural 
knowledge denotes a level of perception of both sound 
and symbol which is sophisticated and may manifest in 
ritualistic ways. Erickson (1977) formulated a theory of 
perceptual features of culture in which populations share 
the tendency to favor one fusion of senses over another, 
resulting in the development of intuitive and occasionally 
abstract, traditional forms and understandings. Hoard 
(1990) factors in the empirical constancy of cultural 
attributes as cues within a particular visual aesthetic, 
and provides statistical evidence of “cultural sensitivities 
among patterned responses” by adult viewers of abstract 
and nonobjective art.
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